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We have recently added a feature to the iNet Guardian service that allows you to immediately turn
the Internet on or off for a particular user.
This can be useful if you want to enable or disable the Internet outside of the timings that you may
have already placed on the device. For instance you have allowed the device to connect to the
Internet between 10AM and 4PM but its 5PM and you want to enable the Internet without having to
change the timings. To do this follow the steps below but also ensure that you set it back after the
device has been used otherwise the setting will remain.
First log in to iNet Guardian dashboard

Select USERS tab from menu bar
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When in manage users, click on By rules under the internet tab of user you wish to turn internet
on/off

If you want to disable Internet access from the drop-down menu select Disable, if you wish to leave
it disabled indefinitely then make sure “leave it on until I disable it” is set to On and then click
Apply.
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If you want to leave the Internet access disabled for a certain period of time then click “leave it on
until I disable it” to set it to OFF and then choose a period of time for the Internet to be disabled
from the Time drop-down box.

If you want to Enable Internet access then do exactly the same as above but choose Enable instead
of Disable.
PLEASE NOTE: If you choose “Leave it on until I disable it” then you need to follow the steps below
to set it back to default.
Log into the iNet Guardian dashboard.
Select USERS tab from menu bar
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When in manage users, under the internet tab of user you wish to set back click on Disable or
Enable and set Status to “By rules” this will then use the timings that have been setup for the user.

If you have any questions or issues in using this feature please email support@inetguardian.co.uk
and we will be happy to assist you.
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